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THE CHALLENGES OF EXPANDING INTO AN 

EMERGING MARKET 

Shehu Ritter, Frankfurt School of Finance & Management 

ABSTRACT 

With increasing importance of the rising markets within the world economy, there's 

growing interest among selling researchers and managers to know the variations between the 

customers within the developed and rising markets further because the challenges and 

opportunities display by these variations for each native and foreign marketers in these rising 

markets. However, most up-to-date analysis on client behavior and selling strategy within the 

rising markets uses ideas and theories developed and tested within the developed markets. 

Hence, it's not clear if these studies replicate the important image of the customers and 

marketers within the rising markets by exploring through the lens of developed markets. This 

special issue consists of twenty six papers, classified on 3 broad themes (comparative selling 

strategy, comparative client behavior, and rising markets perspective), that not solely extend the 

growing analysis on this vital topic however additionally push the agenda for creating the sphere 

of selling into a really world discipline, by not simply just replicating established theories and 

models however additionally distinctive the constraints of the prevailing theories and 

lengthening these to supply recent insights. This editorial additionally presents some helpful 

directions for future analysis on this subject. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Currently internationalization and economic process is imperative once running a business. 

There are varied reasons for corporations to become international, as an example the house 

market is stagnant and there are larger sales abroad. Corporations that stay reception, instead of 

internationalize may, fail to require the probabilities to enter foreign markets and there's 

additionally a risk of losing their home market Ghoshal & Bartlett (1990). Additionally, 

corporations internationalize as a result of they attempt to cut back the cost of producing 

expenses and because of growth. In line with airman a company´s management groups are able 

to get totally different approaches and new ideas for finding issues, once operational abroad. The 

individual manager will develop his/her own experience, individual effectiveness and 

additionally become innovative and implement broader horizons. Even though a corporation 

decides to not go abroad, sooner or later the corporate might notice that there's no domestic 

market to any extent further, solely the planet market, this as a result of no home market can be 

protected forever from foreign corporations and competitors.  

While, the world economy may be a threat to the domestic market, it may be helpful for 

corporations because of the quick speed of growth in international markets. 

According to analysis within the space of internationalization, like Adekola & Sergi 

(2016). There are each opportunities and challenges once going abroad. as an example, one 

amongst the opportunities may well be that quite half the planet population lives in rising 

markets and therefore the rates of growth are doubly as high because the rate of Western 
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economies. The fast modernization and industry are characteristic in these countries. The center 

category creates plentiful business opportunities for corporations. So as to achieve success in 

rising markets, it's necessary to own a transparent read and understanding of the method of doing 

business there.  

The Western countries ought to bear in mind of the very fact that there's no competition 

between the rising markets, or because the authors additionally decision it the assemblage, and 

them and more, that these markets don't create obstacles for the Western countries and their 

success (Morgeson et al., 2015). This thesis issues the rising market.  

The explanation for selecting the rising market was as a result of several students, state that 

in subsequent 20 years, rising markets are appointed for many of the world’s growth. This 

market is apace reworking its economy, quite half the planet population lives during this market 

and therefore the rate of growth is doubly the speed of Western economies. They’re of central 

attention for corporations that obtain growth opportunities within the world market. However, 

during this study the main focus is on the Indian market, this owing to the growing interest the 

Western corporations have for operational there Sharma (2011).  

CONCLUSION 

The country’s population is taken into account as a chance for the two case firms but, one 

company found them to be onerous to figure with. This could flow from to the companies’ entry 

methodology. Volvo World Health Organization encompasses a venture saw the Indian 

population as onerous operating, energetic and centered on their work while Bufab saw them a 

lot of as a challenge because of the Indian habits. Another chance is that the massive reserve of 

competency within the field of engineering. In line with this study the case firms thought that the 

Indian individuals were extremely educated with the proper education. 
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